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Abstract

This work promotes a novel point of view in rough set applications: rough sets rule learning for ordinal
prediction is based on rough graphical representation of the rules. Our approach tackles two barriers of rule
learning. Unlike in typical rule learning, we construct ordinal prediction with a mathematical approach, rough sets,
rather than purely rule quality measures. This construction results in few but significant rules. Moreover, the rules
are given in terms of ordinal predictions rather than as unique values. This study also focuses on advancing rough
sets theory in favor of soft-computing. Both theoreticaland a designed architecture are presented. The features of
our proposed approach are illustrated using an experiment in survival analysis. A case study has been performed
on melanoma data. The results demonstrate that this innovative system provides an improvement of rule learning
both in computing performance for finding the rules and the usefulness of the derived rules.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Pawlak [1] introduced rough sets theory in the early 1980’s. This theory has become recognized
and widely researched approaches were conducted [2–5]. Rough sets theory provides mathematicians
with the ability to handle uncertainty with approximation. A theoretical point of view of rough sets
and related works are provided followed by the central idea behind our proposed designed architecture.
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Applications in a case study of survival analysis and experimental results are presented. We end with
concluding remarks and future work.

1. Rough sets theory

In [2–4] the authors proposed exploiting rough sets with relational algebra, decision networks and
conflict analysis. Let us explain these ideas and provide a foundation for rough sets considered in these
combinations. Assume that there is a finite setU �= ∅ called theuniverse. A decision tableis denoted
by S= (U,C, D), whereC is the set ofcondition attributesandD is atarget function. Now rather than
considerU , we consider a finite setξ �= ∅ that we define as theuniverse of decision rules. In order to
express the relations betweenC and D with logical formulae, let we consider the logical expressions
for a decision rule;Φ → Ψ or “If Φ thenΨ ”, whereΦ andΨ arelogical formulae. Moreover,Φ and
Ψ are referred to asantecedentandconsequent, respectively. Thedecision table of rulesis defined by
S = (ξ,F), whereF is a set of logical formulae andR ⊆ F×F is a binary relation, calledconsequence
relation.

2. Ordinal prediction

In general, a decision tableS is considered to consist of rows labelled byobjectsand columns labelled
by attributes. The entries in the table are described byattribute values. This characterization of attributes
uses the notion of attribute values rather than theordinal (criterion), whereas the attribute itself frequently
consists of a property: ordinal by nature. For example, any attribute value of the attributeage is a
continuous value and is implicitly ordered. The consideration of the attributeageby valuesleads us
to missing some contexts, e.g., order, scale, hierarchy, increasing or decreasing preference, that are very
meaningful in various applications. Especially in medical applications, some attribute values are easier to
interpret andobtain knowledge from if they are represented in an ordinal format e.g., theblood pressure
attribute. We will redefine the ordinal prediction for each decision rule from “If C is c1 then D is d1” to
“ If C is in the range between c1 and c2 then D is in the range between d1 and d2” wherec1, c2 andd1,
d2 are values that correspond to attributesC and D, respectively. Givenr as the total number of rules,
we define an ordinal decision ruleRc, where 1≤ c ≤ r asΦm → Ψn, whereΦm : φm1 ∨ · · · ∨ φmi;
Ψn : ψn1 ∨ · · · ∨ ψnj ; i, j are the lengths of logical formulaeΦ,Ψ , respectively.

3. Rough sets approximations

A family of classifications overξ is called aknowledge base. For X ⊆ ξ , if R ⊆ X × X is an
equivalence relation overξ , thenξ \ R means the family of all equivalence classes ofR (we will be
focus on classification ofξ in our study) referred to ascategoriesof R. Let [x]R denote a category in
R containing an elementx ∈ ξ . Given aknowledge baseK = (ξ,R), R is a family of equivalence
relations overξ ; if P ⊆ R and P �= ∅, then there is an equivalence relationIND(P) called the
indiscernibility relationover P. Having definedR ∈ IND(P), we havex = RX ↔ [x]R ⊆ X,
x = RX ↔ [x]R ∩ X �= ∅, called the R-lower approximationand R-upper approximationof X
respectively. Also letPOSR(X) = RX denote theR-positive regionof X, NEGR(X) = U − RX denote
the R-negative regionof X andBNR(X) = RX − RX denote theR-borderline regionof X. We will
denote them asPOS,NEGandBN, respectively.
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4. Rough sets rule categories reduction

In [1] Pawlak proposed to use rough sets in category reduction. In this work we show that this idea can
also be expressed differently using rule category reduction for eliminating superfluous rule categories.
Given any decision rules denoted byR1, . . . , Rr , whereRc ∈ ξ,1 ≤ c ≤ r for each consequentΨ , the
categoryξ\Rc is dispensablein ∪(ξ\R) if ∪(ξ\R − ξ\Rc) = ∪(ξ\R); otherwise the categoryξ\Rc is
indispensablein ∪(ξ\R).

5. Rough sets rule quality measures

In this section, we redefine the traditional card(A) for an ordinal prediction rule, cardN(Φ), as the
normalized cardinalityof setΦ. This value means the cardinality of the set in which all elements satisfy
Φ in ξ . The meanings ofΨ andΦ ∧ Ψ are defined in the same manner. Let us define cardN(Φ) wherei
(length of the logical formulaΦ > 1) as follows:

cardN(Φ1) = card(φ11∨, . . . , φ1i )

i
. (1)

Let the goodness of decision rules be measured by the following. Thenormalized supportof ruleΦ → Ψ
is defined as

supN(Φ,Ψ ) = cardN(Φ ∧ Ψ ). (2)

Note that we will consider only the rules for which sup(Φ,Ψ ) �= 0. Moreover, let

strN(Φ,Ψ ) = supN(Φ,Ψ )
cardN(ξ)

(3)

refer to thenormalized strengthof R. Consequently we have thenormalizedcertainty andnormalized
coverageof R as follows:

cerN(Φ,Ψ ) = strN(Φ,Ψ )
cardN(Φ)

, (4)

covN(Φ,Ψ ) = strN(Φ,Ψ )
cardN(Ψ )

. (5)

We focus on cardN(Φ) �= 0 andcardN(Ψ ) �= 0. In what follows we will use sup, str, cer, cov to denote
the values in Eqs. (2)–(5). Moreover, if ruleR has cer= 1, thenR will be called acertain decision rule
in S; otherwiseR will be called anuncertain decision rulein S.

6. Rough graphical representation of the rules

Most of the time, thenumbers of rules that are constructed fromS are very large. For example,
more than 1000 rules are constructed for geriatric data in [5]. This number of rules proves problematic
since we must select or formulate new rules from the previously large set of rules. Moreover, the results
reveal that almost all of the rules are uncertain rules. We will present an idea that can be used as a new
approach for data analysis and knowledge representation, by introducing a high level representation
of rules. The flow graph representations considered in this section were first proposed by [4]. The
example provided in this study is the rough sets application with flow graphs for voting conflict analysis.
Nonetheless, the example of a flow graph presented in [4] considered the flow graph withi = 1 in Eq. (1).
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We will generalize this idea and also complement it with the notion of ordinal prediction. We will
redefine the graphical representation of the rules with ordinal prediction while considering the measures
in Eqs. (2)–(5).

Let us assume that for every decision tableS, there is aflow graph, i.e., a directed, acyclic, finite
graph associated withS. Given any sequence of antecedentsΦ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φp, whereΦk ∈ F , for every
1 ≤ k ≤ p − 1, (Φk,Φk+1) ∈ R, consider each decision rule as thepath, [Φ1 . . .Φp], from Φ1 to Φp.
We define

cerN[Φ1 . . .Φp] =
p−1∏

k=1

cerN[Φk,Φk+1], (6)

covN[Φ1 . . .Φp] =
p−1∏

k=1

covN[Φk,Φk+1], (7)

strN[Φ1 . . .Φp] = cardN(Φ1)cerN[Φ1 . . .Φp]
cardN(ξ)

(8)

= cardN(Φp)covN[Φ1 . . .Φp]
cardN(ξ)

. (9)

These paths can form the ordinal prediction ruleRc (from Section2) as:Φ → Ψ by theconnection,
〈Φ,Ψ 〉, from Φ to Ψ . Consequently we define

cerN〈Φ,Ψ 〉 =
∑

[Φ...Ψ ]∈〈Φ,Ψ〉
cerN[Φ . . .Ψ ], (10)

covN〈Φ,Ψ 〉 =
∑

[Φ...Ψ ]∈〈Φ,Ψ〉
covN[Φ . . .Ψ ], (11)

strN〈Φ,Ψ 〉 =
∑

[Φ...Ψ ]∈〈Φ,Ψ〉
strN[Φ . . .Ψ ] (12)

= cardN(Φ)cerN〈Φ,Ψ 〉
cardN(ξ)

, (13)

= cardN(Ψ )covN〈Φ,Ψ 〉
cardN(ξ)

. (14)

7. An example

Weare going to provide a second contribution along the lines proposed in [2]. Our system was applied
to the melanoma data set (more information appears in [6]). This data is described by seven condition
attributes: {age, sex, ini2, ini3a, ini3b, ini4a, trt} and a target function: {nstime}. The target function is
the time to the return to drug use.In our previous study, melanoma data has been analyzed for attribute
mining and dimensional reduction [5]. Data cleaning steps are performed to obtain consistent data,
then the data were discretized using equal density. Kaplan–Meier survival curves [7] were generated.
The effects of all risk factors on the survival curves are compared with log-rank [8], Brewslow [9]
and Tarone–Ware tests [10]. These analyses confirm that the risk factors are extracted. Note that from
our previous study [2], on rough sets in soft-computing analysis, thecore attributes = {age, sex, trt}.
Subsequently, the risk factor that impacts survival time of patients significantly will be considered as a
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Table 1
Derived decision rules for melanoma data from HYRIS

Antecedent Consequent Cer Cov Str

R1:(age= 6) and(sex= 0) and(ini3b = 1) nstime= 1 0.08 0.50 0.05
R2:(age≤ 3) and(ini2 = 1) and(trt = 0) nstime= 1 0.05 0.50 0.05
R3:(age> 3) and(sex= 0) and(ini2 = 1) and(trt = 0) nstime= 2 0.06 0.50 0.10
R4:(age= 4) and(sex= 1) and(ini3a = 0) and(ini4a = 0) and (trt =0) nstime= 2 0.07 0.25 0.05
R5:(age= 3) and(ini3b = 1) nstime= 2 0.22 0.25 0.05
R6:(sex= 1) and(ini4a = 1) nstime= 2 0.17 0.25 0.05
R7:(age> 3) and(sex= 0) and(ini2 = 0) and(ini3a = 0) and(trt = 0) nstime= 3 0.10 0.25 0.15
R8:(age= 6) and(sex= 1) and(ini3b = 1) nstime= 3 0.09 0.50 0.05
R9:(age> 4) and(sex= 1) and(ini2 = 1) nstime= 4 0.05 0.33 0.05
R10:(age= 1) and(trt = 0) nstime= 4 0.10 0.33 0.05
R11:(age> 4) and(ini2 = 1) and(trt = 1) nstime= 4 0.06 0.33 0.05
R12:(age= 1) and(trt = 1) nstime= 5 0.18 0.50 0.05
R13:(3 ≤ age≤ 4) and(ini3a = 1) nstime= 5 0.12 0.33 0.05
R14:(age≤ 3) and(sex= 1) nstime= 6 0.13 0.67 0.10
R15:(age≤ 3) and(ini3b = 0) and(trt = 1) nstime= 6 0.06 0.33 0.05
R16:(age> 4) and(ini3a = 1) nstime= 6 0.08 0.33 0.05

Average length of the rules= 3.06 Average 0.20 0.38 0.06

probe attribute (defined in [2]). Finally, we consider all test measures and the core attribute together as
theprobe attribute= {ini3b}. Theprobe reducts= {age, sex, trt, ini2, ini3a}. Theordinal decision rules
for predicting survival tendency for melanoma data are generated with ELEM2 [11]. Table 1shows an
example of 16 derived diagnosis rules from melanoma data with 100% accuracy.

These form a very small number of example rules. Nonetheless, the structures of the rules are difficult
to obtain significant knowledge from or even interpret. Furthermore, all rules are uncertain rules because
cer �= 1. We perform rule category reduction following Section4, resulting in discardingR2 and R6.
Next, we find the highest normalized strength strN(Φ,Ψ ) for each consequent and result as the attribute
age. We then useageandnstimeas a knowledge base and findPOS, NEGandBN to represent the rules
R1, R3 to R5, R7 to R16 as shown inTable 2. ThesePOS, NEGandBN are used to select the informative
rules together with normalized certainty of each connection. The symbols inTable 3, ‘+’, ‘ −’ and ‘o’,
denote that the ruleR can be used to predict that an example belongs to the positive region, negative
region and borderline region with respect to the knowledge baseage, nstime, respectively. The candidate
rules that have the mostpredictive powers are listed:{R1, R4, R5, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R15, R16}. Note
that R15 is included because we want to investigate the probe attributeini3a. The flow graphs of these
selected rules are constructed and the relationships among attributesage, sex, ini2, ini3b, trt andnstime
are depicted with the flow graph ofFig. 1. Each node represents logical formulaΦ or Ψ , each flow
represents a consequence relation and each antecedent connected to thenstimelogical formula represents
a 〈Φ,Ψ 〉 connection. Only one attribute,age, in this figure has the cardinality of the logical formula
greater than 1. The measures in Eqs. (1)–(14) arecalculated to analysethis flow graph.

According to Fig. 1, we can construct the ordinal prediction. The attributeage consists of three
groups:{1,2}, {3,4}, {5,6} andnstimeconsists of four groups:{1}, {2,3}, {4,5}, {6}. Hence the ordinal
prediction rules with attribute values can be derived as shown inTable 4.
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Table 2
Rough representations of the rules with respect to the knowledge baseage, nstime

nstime : POS NEG BN

1:R1, R5, R8, R10, R12, R14, R15 R3, R7, R9, R11, R13, R16 R4
2:R1, R3, R4, R5, R7, R8, R9, R11, R13, R16 R14, R15 R10, R12
3:R1, R3, R4, R7, R8, R9, R11, R16 R13 R5, R10, R12, R14, R15
4:R1, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R16 R3, R7, R14, R15 R4, R5, R13
5:R4, R5, R10, R12, R13 R3, R7, R14, R15 R1, R8, R9, R11, R16
6:R1, R5, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R14, R15, R16 R3, R7, R13 R4

Table 3
Candidate rules selected from the rough representation

Age R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15 R16

1 + + 0 − + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + + 0
2 + 0 + + + + + + − + − + 0 0 +
3 + − + + − + + + − + − 0 − − +
4 + 0 0 − − 0 + + + + + − 0 0 +
5 − 0 0 + + 0 − − + − + + 0 0 −
6 + + 0 − + 0 + + + + + 0 + + +
Cer 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.22 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.13 0.06 0.18 0.12 0.13 0.06 0.08

Fig. 1. Flow graph rule representation.
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Table 4
Ordinal prediction rules

Number Rules Cer Cov Str

1. If 18 ≤ age≤ 35 andsex= 1 then 24< nstime≤ 34 0.18 0.50 0.10
2. If 35< age≤ 49 andini3b = 1 then 1< nstime≤ 7.8 0.27 0.44 0.20
3. If 49< age≤ 91 andini3b = 1 then 1< nstime≤ 14 0.06 0.09 0.05
4. If 49< age≤ 91 andini2 = 1 then 14< nstime≤ 34 0.27 0.44 0.20

Average length of the rules= 2.00 Average 0.20 0.37 0.17

The resulting rules present us with a greatly reduced number of rules: from 16 unique prediction
rules to 4 ordinal prediction rules. The average length of the rules also reduces from 3.06 to 2.00. While
keeping the same values for cer and cov, when compared with the results fromTable 2, the average str
for rules increases significantly from 0.06 to 0.17.

8. Concluding remarks and future work

Our approach illustrates the formulation of more meaningful rules using the notion of ordinal
prediction. The results are the rules that are constructed from the interval antecedents and are able to
predict intervals rather than unique values of the target function. Furthermore, each decision rule will be
represented by its rough representation. Our innovative approach proved to be an improvement for rule
learning both in computing performance and the usefulness of the rules derived from a case study on
melanoma data. Our future works will provide a systematic approach for rule induction from the flow
graph.
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